
Dry-erase writing glassboard and high-definition 
projection surface

WHERE BRIGHT IDE AS ARISE



The newest version of the traditional whiteboards –

clean, sleek, space-saving glass writing boards offering the best 

writing and projection experience for your office, classroom, 

boardroom and your other living spaces.



The whiteboard was invented sometime in the late ’50s to early ’60s, but 

it was only in 1975 that it started to gain significant popularity. Since then, 

whiteboards started replacing their predecessor, chalk blackboards; and 

have been used in  conference rooms, classrooms and all other spaces.

The early whiteboards were not easier to clean than its predecessor. But 

over time, whiteboards have evolved and have offered an easier writing 

experience. Durable whiteboards were usually made of porcelain, aluminum, 

or enamel-coated steel.   

With continuous evolution, these steel-based white boards discovered a 

home in a new medium; glass. Today, the glassboard is the new modern day 

whiteboard, serving multiple functions.



ANTI-GLARE SURFACE 
FOR BET TER WRITING 
OR IMAGE DEFINITION

Level up your traditional whiteboards 

with something more refined and 

functional. Choose a Bianca Board for 

a clean, efficient writing surface or for 

a high-definition projector screen.

Tempered glass whiteboard ensuring durability

Stain- and ghost- resistant for superior erasability

Magnetic quality allows instant posting

Framed or frameless options for seamless fit with any interior style

Available as standalone unit or in custom sizes to blend perfectly into spaces

10-Year Warranty on surface - guarantee for no ghosting

Quality image definition for projection

SOFT AND 
SILKY-TOUCH 

SURFACE

CRISP IMAGE 
PROJECTION

ANTI-GLARE EXTREMELY 
DURABLE



WRITE ANYWHERE

Bedrooms

Children’s rooms

Classrooms and healthcare 

centers

Conference tables

Corporate breakrooms

Cupboard doors

Bianca Board is not just your traditional four-cornered writing board. You now have 
the option to make any surface a writing surface. Flexible options at its finest!

Desks

Kitchen walls

Lobbies

Lounges

Office boards

Partitions

Tables and meeting rooms



BOARD TYPES



For heavy writing usage

1800 x 2400mm

Max sheet Size

POLISHED1

Bianca Board Polished offers excellent writing surface. It is recommended for 
heavy writing, is tempered and can have a magnetic capability.

Writing Reflective Magnetic Tempered



For heavy writing usage with an anti-reflective surface feature

1800 x 2400mm

Max sheet Size

MAT TE

Bianca Board Matte is highly recommended for writing. It is tempered and has 
an anti-reflective property, making it the best writing surface. It can also come 
with magnetic capability.

Writing Magnetic Tempered
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LIGHTS OFFLIGHTS ON

Designed for projection

1600 x 2150mm

Max sheet Size

PROJECTOR

Bianca Board Projector offers a high-definition projection surface, perfect for 
any conference room, classroom, or office. It is tempered and anti-reflective; 
can have a magnetic capability, and can also be used for light writing.

Important Note: BB Projector has a surface that has been treated with a special acid-etched configuration 
that allows for the best balance of projection capability and writing functionality. Hence, the writing surface is 
slightly less erasable as compared to the polished option. It is still a writable surface that has to be maintained 
with regular glass cleaning liquid and cloth. Bianca Board Projector is recommended only for wall areas that 
require projection use. If the wall is meant for writing only, Bianca board Polished is recommended.

Projection Magnetic Tempered
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ABOUT SYNERGRAPHIC DESIGN
Synergraphic is a premier art+design studio that provides interior and 
architectural art glass solutions, bespoke lighting, installations, sculptures, 
features and murals, for indoor and outdoor spaces.

Since the company’s formation in 1986, Synergraphic has remained at the 
forefront of cutting edge design, having created hundreds of features in glass 
and mixed media for projects in more than 15 countries - including St Regis 
Singapore, Partners Monument at Taipei 101 and the Crystal Pyramid in Brunei. 

Synergraphic also provides a wide range of standard finishes, materials and 
glass elements to achieve excellent design concepts; and delivers interior 
pieces to make functional spaces work without compromising beauty. Our 
services include consultancy, art and design, prototyping, sourcing, installation, 
and more. We are committed to continually finding new means to increase the 
value of all kinds of spaces through glass and art.

Synergraphic is firmly dedicated to “The Art of Glass and All Things Beautiful”, 
and is the ideal partner for architects, designers and artists seeking to turn their 
visions into reality.

CONTACT US

sales@synergraphic.com.sg

+65 6546 4133 +65 6546 1707

www.synergraphic.com.sg


